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What’s on:
Workdays: - Meet 9am at the Shelter (end of Kapukapu Road), unless otherwise informed.
July 15th – Kaharoa /Onaia West – Track work / installing ropes
August 19th – Kaharoa /Onaia west – Track work / installing ropes

Pest Operation Workdays: - (no pre-feed this year as using Pindone)
August 21st and 22nd - Kaharoa/Onaia West/Onaia East – Pre-pest op rodent monitoring.
September 2nd – Toxin into bait stations in Kaharoa/Onaia West
September 16th – Toxin top up into bait stations in Kaharoa/Onaia West
October 7th – All Toxin cleared out of bait stations

2016 Pest Operation (Sept – Oct) – great results!
The 2016 pest operation went well thanks to the many volunteers who helped make it happen.
Two pre-feeds of non-toxic baits followed by 1080 toxic baits were placed in bait stations
throughout the management area. Pindone baits and Feratox (encapsulated cyanide) were used
in boundary bait stations.
Rodent and possum monitoring results tell us this was a very successful pest operation!
Post operational rodent monitoring results were the best we have achieved over the whole of the
management area at 6% RTI (Rodent Tracking Index).
The Onaia East Block was 0% and always gets the best results as bait lines are on a 100 x 100
metre grid (brilliant coverage but not so volunteer-friendly).
Post operational possum monitoring was also good at 2.4% Trap Catch over the management
area.
We credit the good pest control results to improved coverage from the extra 104 bait stations on
the new infill bait station lines in the Onaia West and Aislabie Blocks and of course, the use of
1080 toxin which gives the best overall pest control we can presently get.

Thank you, Volunteers!
… it was great to have Kaharoa School families involved also!

Infilling ‘holes’ in bait station coverage
We have long known there were some sizeable “holes” in our bait station coverage of the Aislabie
and Onaia West Blocks and were finally able to do something about it just prior to the 2016 Pest
Operation. An extra 104 bait stations on 23 new lines have been established with possibly more to
go in. So, this year‟s pest operation should also be very successful.

New bait station lines marked in black (some of the red still to do)

Northern Rata in flower at present (metrosideros robusta)

New Improved stoat/ferret trap-lines
We started improving the stoat trap-lines last year by adding more DOC 250 and DOC 200 traps.
The lines in Kaharoa and Onaia West along the OMD (Old Main Drag) now have alternating DOC
250 and DOC 200 (double-set) traps, in the hope of increasing catch rates and better controlling
mustelids in our forest. The trap line in Onaia East, on the ORR (Old Rata Road) is yet to be
upgraded as we are waiting until the road has been trimmed, drainage improved and metalled.
Kaharoa senior school students fundraised and donated 10 double set DOC 200 traps to the
cause and are becoming involved with trap checking.

Two ferrets that were caught in DOC 250 traps

The Napier family setting up new stoat traps in Kaharoa that
the senior students fundraised for. Photos by Sue Williams

Kokako Translocation Update
In August 2016, 11 kokako were caught in Kaharoa and translocated to Otanewainuku Forest to
boost the number of birds there and add more genes to the population. It was a successful
translocation involving good weather, good food, lots of helpers and school children from both
Kaharoa and Oropi schools involved. All but 1 kokako had a transmitter attached prior to release
and they have been monitored weekly by the now much fitter Dave Edwards! Dave has checked
up on them and their whereabouts from their release in August until recently, when transmitter
batteries started running out (the small back-pack transmitter should fall off birds soon).
From Dave‟s monitoring, 9 of the 11 birds are accounted for and still with us – though 2 of these
are living outside the management area at present. 1 bird was preyed on by a stoat soon after
release. One bird dropped its transmitter 6 weeks after release and its whereabouts is not known
(it got caught up and the „weak-link‟ in the transmitter harness broke, enabling the bird to free itself
…… which is what is supposed to happen if they get caught up). Dave hasn‟t been able to
regularly follow the untransmittered bird, but it is still there. None of the Kaharoa birds bred during
spring or summer, but we hope they will this coming breeding season as they have set up
territories and most seem to have settled. The birds caught at sites with the Kaharoa school
students helping were Banana and Leaf, both these birds are alive and well – see photos below.
A kokako census survey is planned for Aug/Sept this year so the total number of kokako present in
Otanewainuku will soon be known. All the birds translocated to Otanewainuku have been legbanded (1 metal band plus colour combo leg bands attached to each bird), so the census will
reveal plenty of information about bird survival, whereabouts, territories, pairings and breeding
success. Any unbanded kokako found will be birds that have hatched in Otanewainuku!

Banana and Leaf – named by Kaharoa school students at their catch sites last year and now settled in Otanewainuku.
Photos by Dave Edwards

Bay Of Plenty Kokako Hui
Our National Kokako Specialist Group representative, Sarah Wills, organised a regional hui in May
to get kokako people together. Sarah started organising BOP bi-annual kokako hui last year as a
way for community groups to meet, network, catch up, share ideas, issues and volunteers. The
Bay of Plenty is the stronghold for Kokako in New Zealand and community groups are involved
with the management of most of the kokako populations in this region.
Eight forest areas were represented, all areas actively being managed for the kokako populations
they retain. Areas represented were Kaharoa (KKT), Manawahe (MKT), Mokaihaha (MKRP),
Opuiaki, Otanewainuku (OKT), Rotoehu (RET), Te Urewera and Whirinaki.

There will be a National Kokako Hui here in Rotorua in August, date to be confirmed...

From the National Kokako Specialist Group:
There are now 1580 pairs of kokako nationally. The New Kokako Recovery Plan is to double that
number to 3000 pairs by 2025, with the ultimate goal being 20,000 pairs and kokako delisted to a ‘not
threatened’ species. To attain these goals nationally we need to maintain pest control, increase the
pests controlled and increase the area that is controlled. Genetics work has shown us that final
population size does matter, population growth rate matters, pest control matters, even controlling
browsers such as deer matters as these things improve the ecosystem and resources and therefore the
population growth rate of kokako also.

DOC Community Fund – KKT successful application for $25,000
The KKT were successful in their funding application for $25,000 through the DOC Community
Fund earlier this year. This money has been allocated to three things:
1. Trimming of the two main access roads into the management areas.
2. Re-forming, improving drainage and metalling of the two main access roads.
3. Removal of wildling pines.
At this stage, the trimming has been carried out and road edges are presently looking a bit raw.
We expect roading work to get under way soon - it was held up with the contractor busy
elsewhere, we now hope winter weather doesn‟t hold it up further. Wildling pine removal is still to
be done.

Road improvements underway in Kaharoa and Onaia West. Photos by Sue & Peter Williams

Kokako Corridor Plan – Looking to the Future
Kaharoa Forest needs to get bigger to accommodate its growing kokako population and to work
towards meeting the national requirements set by the Kokako Specialist Advisory Group for a
genetically healthy population into the future. Requirements include: a minimum of 2000 ha of
forest of a quality good enough to support a growing kokako population and a population that is
very actively growing, (at a greater rate than we are currently achieving) so as not to lose more
rare alleles in their genetic makeup.
Amazingly, the stars seem to be aligning on this … KKT, DOC, BOPRC, Port Blakely (our
neighbouring Forestry company on two sides) and Nga Whenua Rahui are presently working
together on this and feel excited by the possibilities.

Into the distant future this could mean a continuous forest corridor for kokako and other native
forest species from Mokaihaha (Mamaku Plateau), down through Opuiaki and Otawa,
Otanewainuku, Kaharoa, Rotoehu and Manawahe!
AMBITIOUS? YES, VERY!
We will keep you up to date with progress and in the meantime, anyone reading this who lives
near Kaharoa Forest could think about this in relation to their own property – especially if they
have any forested areas. KKT will be trying to find ways that keen neighbours could help/be part of
the corridor (some pest control and tree planting might be involved).
Any ideas would be welcome.
For more information, visit our website:
www.kokako.org.nz
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Our condolences go out to the Pendergrast family & the Otanewainuku
Kiwi Trust whānau for the loss of Jim – their mighty Totara.

